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HEAD OF CUSTOMER
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Search Details:
We had previously worked with this Utilities
provider and were approached by the Group HR
Director to work with them again on an exclusive
basis, for another critical new hire.

Holly was given a complex brief with a number of
different possibilities available to the successful
individual – including the location of the role
being multisite and with some significant miles
separating the offices, this was going to require
some flexibility from the successful individual but
also a wide reaching search.
The business required a Head of Customer
Services, with proven Utilities experience, an
individual who had been through growth and
scale and could guide their teams through
technically complex transformation as they were
about to embark upon a huge culture and
technology improvement programme, which
would significantly impact the customer functions
of the organisation.

Client: Utilities
Role: Head of Customer Services
Salary: to £75k with bonus and benefits

Requirements:
Customer Operations Leader
Experience in leading teams through the
delivery of complex system migrations and
upgrades
Autonomy and accountability for deliverables
and outcomes
Experience within a regulated Utilities
business
In depth experience of transitioning team
culture and undertaking aggressive growth
plans
A good leader of people able to bring those
with them on the journey

Holly was asked to initially carry out detailed
market research to benchmark the role and
salary so a budget could be assigned and
approved, whilst also helping to develop a
compelling and comprehensive role profile based
on the business needs and after a number of
telephone consultations with the client.

We carried out extensive market research around all the viable geographical and office locations,
gathering recommendations and referrals as well as tapping in to our extensive existing network and
contacts.
This was a campaign that covered multiple geographical locations as a base for the majority of the time,
so careful selection was taken for those that could and would work from other sites as necessary.
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With an initial longlist of over 120 individuals across the areas, we began the shortlisting process;
initial screening and exploratory conversations, followed by more in-depth interviews, competency
questions and benchmarking, as well as soft referencing. Cultural and behaviour alignment was also
explored to find the right fit.
The strongest profiles were selected, and as a result, an initial shortlist of 10 individuals were
presented to the hiring managers for consideration with supporting evidence, followed by a
meeting with the wider stakeholders to run through each profile individually to give the hiring
managers a real flavour of these individuals, brining each to life.
8 individuals were shortlisted for an initial face to face interview which was followed by 4 of these
candidates being taken back for a second stage meeting.
The final four individuals met a number of senior stakeholders including finally the CEO, each
delivered a first 90 days presentation as requested. Due to a strong shortlist this was a tough
decision for the stakeholders to make and on offering the position to a fantastic individual, they
began to speak about a different newly created role
to another candidate also at final stage.
Result:
The campaign concluded and the hire was successful. This individual has since led a B2B customer
service team through unprecedented times during the COVID-19 pandemic and has
been a pillar for the customer service strategy creating new and inventive solutions to further drive
the team through an uncertain and unique time.
Without this person in post, the COO confirmed that it would have been a much harder to
transition their 700FTE team to work remotely; which they achieved within 48 hours.

"Holly supported me in securing my current role.
From our first conversation, Holly was brilliant to work with and was
very invested in me and the outcome I wanted.
Excellent, honest communication and feedback along the journey,
Holly very much added value to my great experience. An absolute
pleasure to work
with, I could not recommend working with Holly enough!”
Carinna – Head of Customer Services, Utilities

